
Open show BCCGB: Border Collie - bitches 
 

The day I was appointed as a judge I always hoped to judge the border collie in their country of 
origin. This dream came true. On Sunday, 11/11/2018 I had the honour to judge 54 bitches (63 
entries) at the Open show, organized by BCCGB.  
I would like to express my gratitude towards all the members of the Committee BCCGB for the 
invitation and their hospitality. I would also like to thank all the exhibitors for entering and for their 
sportsmanship. I was very happy with the good entry and the quality. Congratulations to the 
winners! 
It was pleasant to see old acquaintances and to meet new friends. 
Thanks all for this memorable weekend! 
 

• CLASS: Minor Puppy (4 entries) 

8. BEARDSWORTH MINNIE GIRL, 8 months, black and white, correct size, in excellent condition, 
correct  head proportions, very distinct stop, correct nose pigmentation, scissor bite, dark eyes and 
of correct shape, semi-erect ears sensitive in use,  good length of neck, correct topline, tail reaching 
at the hock, well sprung ribs, correct angulations in fore- and hindquarters, strong bone, oval feet, 
sound movement, hair of correct texture and colour, nice temperament, very well presented.  
 
58. ARRODARE ROYAL FLUSH, 6 months, blue and white, correct size, shown in a rich condition,  
head in proportion to the body, correct  head proportions, very distinct stop, nose colour in harmony 
with the coat, scissor bite, correct colour and shape of the eyes, semi-erect ears sensitive in use,   
good length of neck, correct topline, tail reaching at the hock, deep chest, angulations in fore- and 
hindquarters in balance,  strong bone, oval feet, sound movement, hair of correct texture and colour,  
very well presented.  
 

•  CLASS: Puppy (5 entries) 

28. TAZAEOS HOT LEGS, 9 months, black and white, correct size,  in perfect condition, excellent type, 
head in proportion to the body, correct head proportions, very distinct stop, correct nose 
pigmentation, scissor bite, dark eyes, lovely expression, semi-erect ears sensitive in use, good length 
of neck, correct topline, tail reaching at the hock, deep chest, angulations in fore- and hindquarters in 
balance,  elbows close to body, strong bone, oval feet, sound movement, hair of correct texture and 
colour, nice temperament, very well presented.  

6. TOBERMORAY DANCE A DREAM AT JEPHANIL, 10 months, black and white, correct size, shown in a 
rich condition, head in proportion to the body, correct head proportions, very distinct stop, correct 
nose pigmentation, scissor bite, correct colour and shape of the eyes, ears sensitive in use, good 
length of neck, good length of tail, deep chest, well sprung ribs, fore- and hindquarters in balance, 
oval feet, free and smooth movement,  hair of correct texture and colour. Needs more confidence to 
rise and shine in the ring. 

 

 

 

 

 



• CLASS: Junior (4 entries) 

72. NASHDOM LA VIE EST BELLE, 15 months, black and white, correct size, excellent type, correct  
head proportions, very distinct stop, correct nose pigmentation, scissor bite, dark eyes and of correct 
shape, semi-erect ears,  good length of neck, correct topline, tail reaching at the hock, deep chest, 
correct angulations in fore- and hindquarters, oval feet. Free, smooth and tireless movement, hair of 
correct texture and colour, nice temperament, very well presented.  

1. ZEABO YANKIE GIRL, 12 months, bleu merle,  correct size,  very good expression, correct  head 
proportions, very distinct stop, correct nose pigmentation, scissor bite, correct colour and shape of 
the eyes, semi-erect ears, good length of neck, correct topline, tail reaching at the hock, angulations 
in fore- and hindquarters in balance,  smooth movement, hair of correct texture and colour.  

• CLASS: Yearling (2 entries) 

43. TONKORY SOME HAVE IT, 23 months, black and white, correct size, in excellent condition, correct  
head proportions, very distinct stop, correct nose pigmentation, scissor bite, correct colour and 
shape of the eyes, semi-erect ears, good length of neck, correct topline, tail reaching at the hock, 
deep chest, angulations in fore- and hindquarters in balance,  strong bone, oval feet, sound 
movement, hair of correct texture and colour.  

55. WIZALAND SOLITAIRE, two years, black and white, correct size, shown in a rich condition, correct  
head proportions, very distinct stop, correct nose pigmentation, scissor bite, correct colour and 
shape of the eyes, semi-erect ears, good length of neck, deep chest, well sprung ribs, correct 
angulations in fore- and hindquarters, strong bone, oval feet, free and smooth movement, hair of 
correct texture and colour.  

• CLASS: Graduate (7 entries) 

24. BARTOK SINGAPORE SLING, 2 years, chocolate and white, correct size, shown in a rich condition, 
head in proportion to the body, very distinct stop, nose and eye colour in harmony with the coat, 
scissor bite, semi-erect ears, strong and muscular neck, correct topline, good length of neck, 
angulations in fore- and hindquarters in balance,  strong bone, oval feet, smooth movement, hair of 
correct texture and colour.  

27. TAZAEOS SOLAR FLARE, 2 years, black and white, rather small in size, excellent type, very good 
expression, correct head proportions, very distinct stop, correct nose pigmentation, scissor bite, 
correct colour and shape of the eyes, semi-erect ears sensitive in use, good length of neck, correct 
topline, tail reaching at the hock, deep chest, correct angulations in fore- and hindquarters, oval feet, 
sound movement, hair of correct texture and colour. Very well presented.   

• CLASS: Post Graduate (5 entries) 

18. JUPAVIA ECHOTA, 2 years, black and white, correct size, in perfect condition, excellent type, 
correct head proportions, very distinct stop, correct nose pigmentation, scissor bite, correct colour 
and shape of the eyes, semi-erect ears, good length of neck, correct topline, tail reaching at the hock, 
well sprung ribs, correct angulations in fore- and hindquarters, oval feet, smooth and tireless 
movement, hair of correct texture and colour. Nice temperament and very well presented.  

50. KINAWAY CHOCOLATE DELIGHT, 3 years, chocolate and white, correct size,  head in proportion to 
the body, nose and eye colour in harmony with the coat, scissor bite, semi-erect ears, correct topline, 
good length of tail, deep chest, angulations in fore- and hindquarters in balance, oval feet, free and 
smooth movement, hair of correct texture and colour.  



• CLASS: Limit (13 entries) 

46. TONKORY PUTTING ON THE STYLE, 2 years, black and white, correct size,  in perfect condition,  
excellent type, head in proportion to the body, correct head proportions, very distinct stop, correct 
nose pigmentation, scissor bite,  correct shaped dark eyes, semi-erect ears sensitive in use, good 
length of neck, correct topline, tail reaching at the hock, deep chest, well sprung ribs, correct 
angulations in fore- and hindquarters, strong bone, oval feet, sound movement, hair of correct 
texture and colour.  
Very well presented. 
 
34. ROGANSROCK DREAM MAKER AT BEESTING, 3 years, black and white, correct size,  correct  head 
proportions, very distinct stop, correct nose pigmentation, dark eyes, semi-erect ears, good length of 
neck, correct topline, tail reaching at the hock, well sprung ribs, correct angulations in fore- and 
hindquarters, oval feet, sound movement, hair of correct texture and colour.  

• CLASS: Open (6 entries) 

17. JUPAVIA ARIZONA JW ShCM, 4 years, black and white, correct size, excellent type, head in 
proportion to the body, correct head proportions, very distinct stop, correct nose pigmentation, 
scissor bite, correct colour and shape of the eyes, semi-erect ears sensitive in use, good length of 
neck, correct topline, tail reaching at the hock, deep chest, well sprung ribs, correct angulations in 
fore- and hindquarters, oval  feet, toes well arched and closed, sound movement, hair of correct 
texture and colour. Nice temperament and very well presented.  

95. SH CH GOYTRE DADDY’S SAUCIE GIRL JW, 4 years, correct size, excellent type, correct head 
proportions, very distinct stop, correct nose pigmentation, scissor bite, correct colour and shape of 
the eyes, semi-erect ears, good length of neck, correct topline, tail reaching at the hock, deep chest, 
angulations in fore- and hindquarters in balance, oval feet, sound movement, hair of correct texture 
and colour.  

• CLASS: Special Open Colour (6 entries) 

97. HATS OFF OF BORDERTREOWE JW, 3 years, blue merle, correct size, excellent type, head in 
proportion to the body, correct head proportions, very distinct stop, correct pigmentation on lips and 
nose, scissor bite, dark eyes and of correct shape, very good expression, semi-erect ears sensitive in 
use, good length of neck, correct topline, tail reaching at the hock, deep chest, correct angulations in 
fore- and hindquarters, oval feet, sound movement, hair of correct texture and colour. Nice 
temperament and very well presented.  

24. BARTOK SINGAPORE SLING, 2 years, chocolate and white, correct size, shown in a rich condition, 
head in proportion to the body, very distinct stop, nose and eye colour in harmony with the coat, 
scissor bite, semi-erect ears, strong and muscular neck, correct topline, good length of neck, 
angulations in fore- and hindquarters in balance,  strong bone, oval feet, smooth movement, hair of 
correct texture and colour.  

• CLASS: Special Working (1 entry) 

97. HATS OFF OF BORDERTREOWE JW, 3 years, blue merle, correct size, excellent type, head in 
proportion to the body, correct head proportions, very distinct stop, correct pigmentation on lips and 
nose, scissor bite, dark eyes and of correct shape, very good expression, semi-erect ears sensitive in 
use, good length of neck, correct topline, tail reaching at the hock, deep chest, correct angulations in 



fore- and hindquarters, oval feet, sound movement, hair of correct texture and colour. Nice 
temperament and very well presented.  

 

• CLASS: Veteran (6 entries) 

45. SH CH TONKORY QU’EST QUE C’EST JW, 11 years, black and white, correct size, despite the age 
still in an excellent condition, excellent type, head in proportion to the body, correct head 
proportions, very distinct stop, correct nose pigmentation , scissor bite, dark eyes and of correct 
shape, semi-erect ears,  good length of neck, correct topline, tail reaching at the hock, deep chest, 
correct angulations in fore- and hindquarters, strong bone, oval feet, sound movement, hair of 
correct texture and colour, very well presented.  

61. SH CH JUPAVIA SEVENTH BLESSING JW ShCM, 7 years, black and white, correct size,  excellent 
type, head in proportion to the body, very distinct stop, correct nose pigmentation,  scissor bite, 
correct colour and shape of the eyes, semi-erect ears, good length of neck, correct topline, deep 
chest, correct angulations in fore- and hindquarters, strong bone, oval feet, free and smooth 
movement, hair of correct texture and colour.  

• CLASS: Good Citizen (4 entries) 

85. BILYARA ICE MAIDEN, 5 years, black and white, correct size, head in proportion to the body, 
correct nose pigmentation, scissor bite, correct colour and shape of the eyes, semi-erect ears, good 
length of neck, deep chest, angulations in fore- and hindquarters in balance,  strong bone, oval feet, 
smooth movement,  hair of correct texture and colour.  

30. GOYTRE BAMBURGH BEACH BABE, 4 years,  tricolour, correct size, correct head proportions, 
black nose, scissor bite, correct colour and shape of the eyes, semi-erect ears, good length of neck, 
correct topline, well sprung ribs, angulations in fore- and hindquarters in balance, oval feet, smooth 
movement, hair of correct texture and colour.  

 

BEST BITCH: 17 

RESERVE BEST BITCH: 46 

BEST PUPPY BITCH: 28 

BEST VETERAN BITCH: 45 

 

 

 

 

 


